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Year 3  
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Home Learning Links  
 
Oak National Academy 
Oak National Academy is an online classroom and resource hub.  It provides high-quality video 
lessons and resources to support teachers, parents and pupils. 
www.thenational.academy 
 
BBC Bitesize 
With BBC Bitesize it is easy to keep learning at home.  You can access regular daily lessons in 
English, maths and other core subjects. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize  
 
Phonics English Hubs 
Online phonics lessons for the Letters and Sounds phonics programme. 
https://www.wandleenglishhub.org.uk/lettersandsounds  
 
World Book Online  
World Book online have just made their fabulous collection of over 3,000 e-books and audiobooks 
available for free for children to access at home. They have books suitable for all ages. Click on the 
following link to access them.  
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5M
jAxNjoyOmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw%3D%3D   
 
Read Works.org  
Read Works offers access to 3000+ comprehension for all age groups. Just sign up for a free 
account to access fantastic texts.  
https://www.readworks.org/    
 
Beanstalk  
Beanstalk website is packed with lots of interactive materials for children aged 1 to 6. They are 
offering free access to all families during the COVID-19 pandemic.  
https://beanstalk.co/   
 
Tutortastic  
An online platform with tutorials and videos for home learning.  
https://www.tutortastic.co.uk/blog/homelearning   
 
Education Quizzes  
A series of short quizzes for children to complete related to the National Curriculum subjects. Just 
select KS1 for Reception, Year 1 & Year 2 and select KS2 for Years 3-6.  
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks1/   
 
Top Marks  
A range of activities here but especially good interactive activities for maths.  
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/   
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Classroom Secrets  
Classroom Secrets Kids is offering free access to everyone until the end of April 2020. The platform 
is aimed at primary aged children and covers subjects such as maths, reading, grammar and 
spelling. The platform is really child-friendly so that they're able to access it on their own. There 
are a load of games and interactive activities from phonics to SATs  
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/   
 
National Geographic  
National Geographic is a great platform for learning and it’s totally free. There are online games, 
resources and competitions, too.  
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/teacher-category/primary-resources/ 
 
Reading Eggs 
https://readingeggs.co.uk/  
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Next Week at Hill West 

 

Key Question: Are you for or against the Grinch stealing Christmas? 

Key Text for Linked Learning: The Grinch 

Linked Learning: English, PDW and French. 

During this week, the children will be using the text ‘The Grinch’ as a stimulus for persuasive writing. Throughout the week, children will 
look at a range of persuasive writing examples, breaking down the purpose, features and whether the text is effective and why? By the 
end of the week, children will be debating for and against The Grinch stealing Christmas. Through this debate, children will be stating their 
own opinions, listening to the opinions of others and giving feedback to each other (linking to PDW). Alongside this learning, children will 
focus on sentence structures, breaking down the elements that create a sentence and identify its parts. In French, children will start to 
focus on what happens in France at Christmas time, comparing this to traditions in the UK.  

Maths:  
Children will revise their shape knowledge and will begin to look at right angles within shapes. Children will also look at 90’ turns. They will 
apply their knowledge to solve a range of mastery questions. Over the week children will also have plenty of opportunities to practise 
their times table facts and mental maths skills. 

Science: To conclude their rocks topic children will complete investigations to test the permeability of soil and will begin to look at what 
our Earth is made of.  

History: Children will secure their understanding of chronology and their understanding of BC and AD. 

Geography: This week children will look at how volcanos are formed, Mt Vesuvius in particular, linking learning to their rock topic.  

Computing: Children will use Microsoft word to create Christmas card inserts and save them as a file.  

Art: Children will paint in the style of Van Gogh and create their own section of ‘Starry Night’ influenced by his style and technique. 

Design Technology: Children will join materials to complete their Christmas card. 

PDW: See above 

P.E: In P.E, children will continue to receive Rugby coaching, playing a variety of invasion games. 

MFL: See above 



English 
This terms spellings are: 

Please practise these at home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are reading and completing work around the book ‘ How the 

Grinch Stole Christmas’ A full copy of the book can be found 

online here: 

https://maken.wikiwijs.nl/bestanden/642289/how-the-grinch-

stole-christmas%20(2)%20(1).pdf 

 

https://maken.wikiwijs.nl/bestanden/642289/how-the-grinch-stole-christmas%20(2)%20(1).pdf
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Task 1: Read the book up to the page below and discuss the main 

character.

 
 

Stop reading here 

 
 

Task 2: Complete a zone of relevance about the Grinch’s 

character up to this point in the story. You must have ideas to 

prove your decisions. Move the words to show what type of 



character he is. Green means he is very much like that, yeloow 

means sometimes or only a little evidence, red means not like 

that at all. 
 

 
 

Task 3: Answer the following questions. 

 



 The text for question 4= 

 

Task 4: Read to the end of the story. Can you summarise the 

story into you rown words. Try to use paragraphs and write in 

chronological order. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Task 5 : We are going to be writing a short persuasive letter. 

We have to decide whether we are ‘For’ the Grinch Stealing 

Christmas or ‘Against’. You will need to decide which route your 

letter will take and then decide your arguments. Then, contruct 

your persuasive letter.There are some lesson slides to help you 

aswell as some Oak National lessons to support. 

Persuasive letter lessons on Oak National if you feel like you 

need them: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/school-uniform-

persuasive-writing-4ef1 
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Task 6: For a little fun we will also be writing and performing 

some acrostic poems. Can you write your own? Use the template 

below. 



 
 

 



Geography 

Task: We will be looking at how volcanos are formed. Can you 

research and find out the information you will need to create a 

piece of work to show off what you know? 

 

Oak national Academy lesson: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/how-are-

volcanoes-made-71h3cd  

 
Science 
Task: In class we will be exploring soil permeability. We will be 

conducting investigations similar to those in the video below. 

Can you investigate the soil in your garden? Perhaps see if there 

are any differences between your front garden and back 

garden. 

 

Youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqcbX-bSI3E 
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French 
Task 1: in class children will be learning about how Christmas is 

celebrated in France and will be comparing traditions to the UK. 

Can you research Christmas traditions in France and then 

complete a bubble map like the one below? 

 
 

Task 2: Can you design and make a French Christmas card? Use 

the vocabulary below to help you. 

 



Maths 

We will be looking at angles and turns in shapes. Lessons 1 and 2 

below may be helpful. 

Oak National Academy: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/angles-and-shape-

2e85 

 

Task 1: Using your place value skills and partitioning can you 

solve the following problems. 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/angles-and-shape-2e85
https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/angles-and-shape-2e85


 

 



 

Task 2: Can you find the angle angles in the shapes below? Use 

the fish to help you. Extra challenge, can you name any of the 

shapes? 

 

 



 

 
 



Task 3: Using your angle finding skills can you solve these 

mastery qustions? 

 



 



Task 4: Can you complete these angles and turns 

mastery questions? 

 
 



 
 



 
 

Task 5: we will also be doing lot’s of mental maths, TT rockstars 

and times tables practise. At home try to access TT rockstars 

each day and practise your times tables using super movers. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers

